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Influence of group work on development of educational motivation of pupils at physics lessons

Article is devoted to a group form of work at physics lessons as, working in groups, pupils profit from communication and cooperation with different people. At the same time, during group work at physics lessons for the purpose of increase of cognitive interest of pupils’ application of various approaches is traced. So, for example strategy of critical thinking assumes work in groups, strategy of dialogue training confirms that children effectively study at their active involvement in discussions and discussions. It should be noted that at group form of education pupils develop both in social and in the emotional plan that is have opportunity to communicate with contemporaries, to protect and represent the ideas, to exchange opinions, to take active part in mutually estimation and estimation themselves.
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The motivation — the most important component of structure of educational activity, and for the personality the developed internal motivation is the main criterion of its formation. It is that the child derives «pleasure from the process of activity, the importance for the identity of her direct result.

In the seventh class, there were 32 qualities of knowledge. The gap in opportunities of perception of course pupils was very great. As a result after an explanation of new material one are ready to independent work, and others didn't acquire the received information yet, and additional work at a stage of working off of the main, and also basic knowledge and abilities is necessary for them. At the same time unreasonably to detain the pupils who acquired a new subject differently at them interest in study will be gone.

We were interested by that fact that development of informative interest of pupils happens in the conditions of interaction of available knowledge with new, or to the knowledge gained in a class from various sources. Pupils have tendencies to various subjects, for their development, teachers need to create conditions that these tendencies were shown, that are to interest in a subject of all pupils. It is known that the contingent studying at comprehensive school different therefore teachers should meet in the practice such difficulties as this subject, and another — No. comes easily to one pupil. Each subject teacher at school tries to solve this problem, applying various forms and work methods. Also we were excited by a question how to teach children to study as to interest them in the subject proceeding from it there is a need to apply such forms of work with pupils to promote increase of their interest. One of such approaches is the group form of work.

Thus, «Essence of collaborative (group) training, that is training in the cooperation, being personal philosophy of the teacher, and not just the method used in a class. In all cases of association of subjects in groups, cooperation assumes mode of work on the basis of respect, recognitions of abilities and a personal contribution of each member of group. There is a power and responsibility distribution between members of group for effective work of groups. The main prerequisite of training in cooperation is based on achievement of consensus by cooperation of members of group.

We came to a conclusion that being trained in one class according to one program and the textbook, children can acquire a material at various levels. Thus opportunities for work with strong pupils as need constantly disappears to reduce the general level of requirements increase, looking back at weak school students...
who work in group of one level of development more productively. Work proceeds in psychological comfort, discussing a material as equals they manage to comprehend a material and to take part in discussion.

Division into groups of pupils depending on achievement of level of obligatory preparation by them has objective character and doesn't give to pupils reasons for offenses. Also we give to pupils opportunity of a choice of this or that group at each lesson. When forming groups, first of all we pay attention to speed of assimilation and activity of thinking [1].

So, the class is conditionally divisible on 3 groups:
- group 1 — the strong pupils possessing profound, strong knowledge, able to reason, prove, generalize, knowing main methods of the solution of tasks;
- group 2 — the average pupils possessing good knowledge of the basic facts, however not always able to prove the answer, to generalize, knowing main methods of the solution of tasks, but at a loss at the solution of creative tasks, they not always rationally solve problems;
- group 3 — the weak pupils possessing a minimum of knowledge, skills, sufficient for their application on a sample are able to answer the questions which aren't demanding special reasoning and proofs, are able to solve standard problems.

In group 3 more bad pupils who hardly acquire the facts, concepts, rules and ways of the decision meet also, are at a low reduction of examples — the special help is necessary to them. Such division is conditional since at achievement of a certain level of knowledge movements from group in group are possible. At lessons of studying of a new material I use the differentiated approach to training. The new material speaks the first stage of a lesson, the detailed sample of the answer is given at the solution of exercises and problems of a new subject then at will to a board strong pupils several times to show samples of answers to all class are called. At the following stage of a lesson I start applying the differentiated approach which is expressed in the following: while one pupil of an explanation on a course of the solution of tasks becomes already optional and another — they are still necessary begins at the same time independent and collective works. The class shares on two groups. In the first those pupils who consider unite that already understood a new material and can independently work. Such independent work is offered at will, and I recommend to some pupils, but I don't insist, to refrain from independent work and to continue work with a class. The condition is thus laid down pupils who work independently with questions shouldn't address yet, but they are allowed to consult with each other to verify the decision with answers. With questions these pupils can address after independent work which lasts 10–15 minutes. In these 10–15 minutes I pay all attention to the second group, i.e. those pupils who yet didn't acquire a new subject rather well. These pupils continue collective work: serially leave to a board, solve problems and explain them. And to a board there are at the same time 2–3 pupils: one solves together with a class and comments aloud, others work independently. When the first finishes the decision it is given a mark for the decision and for an explanation. After that all together check, whether is true executed exercises two others caused the pupil. They also are given marks for the written-down decisions, but, as a rule, without oral explanations. Further to a board there are following 2–3 pupils etc. All this becomes in order that to a board to call as much as possible pupils and to estimate their work at a lesson [2].

After 10–15 minutes of this collective work pupils of this group receive short-term (for 4–5 minutes) independent work and independent work of the first group is checked. And it is expedient to prepare decision fragments on slates in the presentations containing 1–2 mistakes — counter examples to strengthen attention, to stir up cogitative activity of pupils. Children especially carefully and with interest try to verify the decision and to find mistakes on slides. Discussion of results of work begins the arisen questions are resolved.

Pupils work at lessons of fixing of the studied material on levels. Pupils of group 1 receive non-standard or more difficult and volume tasks, groups 2 — tasks of optional level, group 3 — obligatory level. Work has to be organized so not to deprive of attention of children from different groups: at certain moments of a lesson the teacher advises, checks work of concrete group, the others work at this time independently. Naturally, more attention is received by the worst and average pupils, strong is rather thin to hint concerning arising questions. Respectively homework at such lessons is differentiated.

Activity of the pupil at a lesson considerably increases when it becomes the carrier of function of the teacher. Naturally the pupil doesn't substitute the teacher at the lesson, the organizing and mobilizing beginning at a lesson remains for the teacher. But, on the instructions of the teacher at a certain grade level pupils can make a lot of things: to define and allocate the main thing, to provide options of check of their knowledge and abilities to expect the next question, to prove communication of a new subject with previous, to expect a train of thought of the teacher in a statement of new information on the schemes represented on a board, to models and other basic signals, i.e. as though to assume a role of the teacher at an explanation of a
new material. It is very important to organize work so that each pupil as a result of such work felt own growth (I «guessed», «as I earlier before didn't reach», «yes same it is absolutely simple», etc.). By all means in such activity the psychological factor is very important: it is necessary that children saw in the teacher of the reliable assistant, trusted it, moved towards requirements and installations of the teacher and, naturally, trusted in the forces in possibility of achievement of the best results [3].

Examples of cards which we use at a stage of oral independent work which is performed in couple under the conditional name «The Pupil — the Teacher». Everyone plays that a role of the teacher, a role of the pupil at a given time. For work about 10 minutes of a lesson are taken away.

For example a lesson — repetition on base 7 of a class. For repetition of this course of physics developed 6 didactic cards tasks in 5 options. Each card — a task corresponds to one subject.

Card No. 1. Initial data on a substance structure.
Card No. 2. Substance density.
Card No. 3. Types of forces.
Card No. 4. Pressure of solid bodies, liquids and gases.
Card No. 5. Use of pressure in the nature, equipment and life.

Each card task contains theoretical part and practical part. In the first part of a card the questions and tasks checking key questions of a subject in the second part — practical tasks (tasks, experiences, mini-stories) are offered. The practical part of a card has 5 options of tasks (on number of pupils in group). Tasks carry both reproductive, and creative character. The practical part of a task is checked generally by the teacher, theoretical — the commander of group.

Card No. 1. Initial data on a substance structure

Option 1.
Operating procedure.
1. From the text §§6 — 10 write out three basic positions about a molecular structure of bodies.
2. Remember and tell, on the basis, what supervision and experiences these points were made.
3. Redraw the table in a notebook and specify what of the listed properties to what conditions of substance belong (put a sign +).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties of substance</th>
<th>Condition of substance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To keep a form</td>
<td>the firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To keep volume</td>
<td>the liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To take the form of a vessel in which is</td>
<td>the gaseous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To occupy all provided volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Answer questions:
   a. In what distinction in an arrangement of molecules (atoms) in a solid body, liquid and gas consists?
   b. Than motion of the molecules (or atoms) in a solid body differs from their movement in gas and liquid?

   If you are at a loss to answer questions 3 and 4 repeat §10.

5. Solve a qualitative problem.
   • In what water — in hot or cold — it is necessary to kill peas for cooking of soup that it inflated rather?
   • What prevents the seventh-grader Vasya caught by the principal on a smoking place to break up to separate molecules and in all directions to disappear from a look?
   • In what state at the room temperature there are following substances: milk, oxygen, mercury, wax, cologne, gasoline, water vapor, soda, coal?

At this time the included control is exercised, i.e. answers that obey one, other pupil in various pair groups and respectively I estimate them, I help the pupil who is carrying out at present function of the teacher to correct mistakes at the time of their emergence, I estimate not only answering, but also high-quality work of «teacher». The positive moment of such work is, undoubtedly, that a half of pupils of a class at the same time learn to speak, learn to see, hear, correct errors of others, thereby enriching, consolidating also the knowledge. After all, everyone should give such chance: to express the opinion and to be heard.
After completion of this work once again, but already before all class one of groups gives answers by cards. Thus, for a small period it is possible to estimate work of 10–12 pupils that during the traditional frontal work it is impossible. Besides, the volume of a task for the oral account during the frontal work would be smaller. It is best of all to carry out such form of work for repetition of a certain section. On completion of work in group forms the result of pupils increased by 30 %. But the group form of work is less effective at the solution of tasks. Here it is important that other members of group didn't assume performance of those private tasks with which others didn't cope, and provided only partial advice in performance of a separate fragment.

After completion of this work once again, but already before all class one of groups gives answers by cards. Thus, for a small period it is possible to estimate work of 10–12 pupils that during the traditional frontal work it is impossible. Besides, the volume of a task for the oral account during the frontal work would be smaller [4].

Also operation in Pupil teacher steam which put strong and weak or strong and average pupils is organized. The purpose of such work is the help organization strong pupils to weaker companions on a class. And such work is very effective not only at the initial stage of studying of a new subject, but also in the course of repetition studied. Thus work will be organized is combined: those who perfectly acquired a material, on a certain part of a lesson carry out a role of the teacher, helping to liquidate gaps in knowledge of those who for any reason has them the others work individually and collectively then check of performance of work Pupil teacher vapors will be organized.

Except the work described above a form in couple, we use also work in groups when the pupils sitting at two next school desks, solve the task set for them. The «strong» pupil plays a role of the teacher. Work proceeds in psychological comfort the «weak» pupil doesn't hesitate to express the opinion, takes part in the solution of tasks. After the solution of tasks, the group protects the decision, and, any pupil of group can be caused to a board.

The group form of work can be effective when checking homework problem tasks well justify themselves. Their value that the part of tasks provides performance of the interesting experiments connected with a studied material which then the pupil of all class authors' show

As group forms of work promote the decision not only educational tasks, but also educational, they have to be applied surely at least from time to time, and irrespective of age features of a class and skills of carrying out such lessons at the teacher.

One of forms of active creative work of pupils is conferences. In preparation and carrying out studies of this kind pupils actively act on all stages, and the teacher carries out a role of the organizer and the consultant. Are thus combined individual work with work of all class, pupils gain new knowledge and from references (book) or the Internet with which work by preparation for conference, and from reports which other pupils make.

Preparation for conference consists of the following stages:
1. the subject and the plan of occupation are given for two — three weeks or at the beginning of subject studying.
2. the class breaks into creative groups on 4–5 people
3. each group chooses one of questions and studies it, i.e. selects literature, gets acquainted with a material.
4. duties in group are distributed: who prepares the performance text who will act as the speaker who prepares experiences, evident means;
5. some days before conference consultation during which the teacher discusses the maintenance of a material is held with each group. It is natural that at the beginning there are many problems and difficulties, but at systematic holding of conferences at pupils experience is saved up, skills are formed, and problems gradually leave. Preparation and carrying out conference big loading for the teacher and children therefore the similar form of work shouldn't be abused. It is enough to hold conferences no more than two — three times a year [5].

It is important to designate rules of work in group and to define estimation system: whether the contribution of each participant or result of group as a whole will be estimated, on what indicators the assessment will be made.

The teacher (or the observer) can trace and estimate how participants listen to each other, help each other, together solve the arisen problem. It is possible to include some elements of competition between groups. It is also necessary to stipulate that process of performance of a task in group has to be carried out on the ba-
sis of exchange of information, opinions, estimates. Or other option: each pupil receives the task on which success of performance the general result and evaluation of the work of group will depend.

Holding of conferences promotes development of interest in scientific and technical knowledge, formation of skills of independent work with scientific and polar and educational literature, with devices and visual aids. Besides, value of conferences for development of oral speech is very great, abilities it is competent and logical to state the selected material. It is expedient to hold conferences mainly in the senior classes.
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